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TRADING SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

RON SCHELLING

Ranking

Forex Markets
Ron Schelling shows how to
reduce risk in currency trading by
ranking the markets according to
an objective ratio analysis

W

As you know, diversification across currency rates in a portfolio
of currencies will spread the risk.
For example, in a portfolio comprised of five currency pairs, two
position can be unprofitable at the moment, but the other three
can show profits to more the compensate for the losses incurred
with the losing ones.

e all know that the Forex market is a huge market
with many traders and players around the world trading privately or professionally.

All charts and strategies in this article are based on daily data and
the New York Dow Jones close is used for our daily Forex data
(20:00 hrs GMT).

Over the last few years, we have seen a big development in direct
dealing via the Internet with all kind of trading strategies using
the latest technology and software.

Of course, you can create your own daily data using another
closing time, if you choose. This ability is possible in most technical analyses software.

One thing that has not changed is how to make the best trade.

In order to do the ranking of a basket of currencies, all of them
must be measured in the same way. Only then, can the currencies be compared with each other equally.

Many traders concentrate just on one currency pair with daytrading and try to make the best of it with all kinds of software,
technical indicators, (automatic) trading systems and a money
management strategy.
In this article, I would like to show you a very simple way to at
least stay in the right direction of the trend of the Forex markets
for possible profits targeting on part of the trend. We will look
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not just to a few currencies but will consider many major currency rates and major, so-called, cross-rates.
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As we like to keep it simple, in this article we are going to use the
RSI as the basic indicator on all currencies in the basket.
However, the RSI itself can be volatile on daily data and we are
looking for a more gentle way to follow strength and weakness
in each currency.

On the following chart, we show the
EUR/USD spot rate in the top panel and
the standard RSI indicator on the bottom
panel.
The standard calculated RSI is a little volatile for this analysis and we would like to
measure all currencies smoothly in the same
way. To smooth the RSI we will add two
simple moving averages. One is the 10-day
simple moving average and the other is the
30-day simple moving average.
The next step is to use the two moving averages to create a ratio of strength and weakness of the underlying currency. Dividing
the 10-day simple moving average by the
30-day simple moving average and multiplying the outcome by 100 accomplishes
this task.

Chart 1 : EUR/US

On the following chart, we see that the ratio at the bottom of the chart reveals a more
smooth and gentle indication of market
strength and weakness.
All currencies involved in the analysis are
measured this way so that we can compare
all of them in the same way by comparing
their ratio.
It depends upon the software you are using
to create a simple look in real-time of all currencies involved.
The RSI ratio gives us an indication of direction but we would like to have a second indication about the speed of the currencies.
A currency can be long or short, which is
when the ratio line is above or below zero.
The question now is which currency has the
highest speed or momentum?

Chart 2 : EUR/US

Now, we now add a standard momentum
calculation to the ratios.
Now, the following chart gives us the complete picture with the ratio and momentum
shown in the bottom two panels of the
chart.
What is the next step?
Now, we can compare strength and weakness with momentum of all the currencies
in just one view.
Most software can generate tables in realtime like those shown in the picture below.

Chart 3 : EUR/US
NOVEMBER 2007
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In the table, we see the major currencies and cross rates with their latest price
quote, their RSI value, RSI ratio and momentum.
The currencies in this table are not yet
ranked based on strength or weakness.
This next table shows the currencies
ranked based on the RSI ratio where the
strongest currency is at the top and the
weakest currency at the bottom.
Looking at the top line of the table, we
can see that the GBP/JPY pair has an RSI
ratio of 110 today with a momentum or
market speed of 100. This is slightly less
strong when compared to yesterday’s values in the two columns at the right when
the RSI ratio was 112 and momentum
was 104.
So, the RSI ratio moved from 112 to 110
and the momentum moved from 104 to
100, all a little weaker but still the strongest currency today when compared to yesterday’s calculations.
The different colors in the table shows
which market is above or below 100 with
its RSI ratio.
In this table, we get a good total view of
which market(s) is strong and which is
weak in the currency markets.
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Depending upon the size of your account, each day you have long positions in
the four strongest markets and short positions in the four weakest currencies in
your portfolio and adjust the positions when necessary.
The adjustment is done on daily data and each day at the same time.
Another way, but depending upon the software being used, is the real-time
graphic look with the scatter chart below.
The horizontal axis shows momentum while the vertical axis represents the RSI
level. In the right top, we see high RSI and high momentum while at the bottom left shows low RSI and low momentum.
Finally, we see a graphic presentation of the history of a currency move with
RSI and momentum.
It is very interesting to see the development of RSI and momentum over the
last five days. Starting right below with a the RSI at 22 and Momentum of just
40 and moving up to today’s level of RSI 55 with a Momentum of near 20.

Conclusion:
In practice, you maintain the four strongest currencies long and the four weakest currencies short in your portfolio and adjust them daily when necessary.
Trading this way spread risk compared to trading just one currency.
Ron Schelling is an independent trader in The Netherlands with over 20 years experience in
Forex, futures and arbitrage trading. He can be reached on www.2hedge.com
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